For many intellectuals it has become almost obligatory to declare the commitment to any kind of collective -be it a nation, a caste, or an ethnicity -to be false because it oppresses those that are inside the community as much as those on the outside (Cf. Nussbaum 1996) Also, communitarianism is said to run the risk of creating an unacceptable relativism. I think that Russian and Japanese concepts of space and community that will be presented become interesting precisely here because, paradoxically, their reflections of community carry implicit statements about the international order by which these communities are defined. This does not mean that organic communities are extended over continents. At stake is a much more sophisticated idea that also finds an echo in some of those thoughts that have most recently entered our contemporary agenda. Homi K. Bhabha writes in
The Location of Culture that at present through "the emergence of the interstices -the overlap and displacement of domains of difference - […] the intersubjective and collective experience of nationness, community interest, or cultural value are negotiated" (Bhabha 1994, 2) . For Bhabha, the most interesting contemporary questions about "communities" are those that ask how "subjects
[are] formed 'in-between,' or in excess of the sum of the 'parts' of difference…" (ibid.
).
An "in-between" or "excess" produced through multicultural mixture as much as through our eminent prismatic reading of the world asks for a redefinition not only of homogenous national cultures but also for a reformulation of the notion of the community itself. And this also concerns the "supra-national community." It is important to rethink the community by avoiding not only the "egocentric" essentialism but also the cooperative one.
Sobornost' is commonly associated with the Slavophile A.S. Khomiakov (1804-1860), but has also been elaborated by Sergei Bulgakov (1871 Bulgakov ( -1944 and Nicolai Berdiaev (1874 -1948 . The untranslatable term can be rendered into English as "conciliarity" supposed to balance the relationship between authority and freedom. However, sobornost' is more than just a "community" linking several individuals together. 2 As a dynamic principle, sobornost' does not so much describe the individual's merging with or absorption by collectivity -as would do the obshchina (peasant community) so important for the Slavophiles -but rather an Aufgehen 3 of the individual in the collectivity. It is Frank who developed this potential of sobornost'.
In a similar way, Nishida's model of basho describes a very specific relationship between the individual and the community. In summary one can say that for Nishida, the "'together' of the most extreme differentatedness" (Weinmayr 2005, 235) . is assembled through concepts like "discontinuous continuity" or "contradictory selfidentity"-concepts which are definitely not part suggest "collective spheres" rather than groupings.
3. Rousseauian theories of the social contract by putting forward a paradoxical form of self-actualization that leads towards greater unity.
Sobornost'
Sobornost' already existed in the Old Russian tradition and is probably the most "original" concept of community that Russians can think of.
Its origin is unknown. Sobornost' is a politicoreligious notion that gives priority neither to Being nor to consciousness but sobirat' means simply "to bring together" and sobor means "council." The apostles of the Macedonians, S. S. could be opposed to a monarchical ecclesiology. 4 As a social principle of the Russian peasant commune and the family (Riasanovsky 1972, 9 ) providing a vision of integration, peace, and harmony, it could be opposed to authoritarianism and to individualism. As the expression of a purified social consciousness it could be opposed to the European (that is "Roman") political consciousness (Christoff: 173) that has always been over-dependent on juridical, administrative and private laws.
Many of the politico-social reflections
on sobornost' have been justified through substantialist ideas about the cultural difference of "the Slavic race" defined in opposition to the "Germanic race" with its entrenched penchant for limiting personal freedom by means of authority (while Germanic peoples need laws, Slavs manage "to limit the personal freedom of each member of the society through the moral authority of the unanimous will of all of its members," 5 ).
Paradoxically, while freedom and unanimity were seen as the real essence of Slavic life, in the end, racial, political, and religious conditions of Russia pushed sobornost' towards autarky.
In the worst case, however, attempts were made to retrospectively impose religious elements upon certain social versions of sobornost'. Then sobornost' was declared to be a sanctified original peasant commune (obshchina). 6 Vladimir Solov'ëv (1853-1900) rationalized sobornost' until it became a sort of All-Unity. He questioned especially the Slavophiles' simplistic identification of the Orthodox Church with the Russian people (Riasanovsky 1955, 193) . His critical adoption of this concept goes in the direction of a philosophical anthropology that contradicts any egoistic self-enclosure of man (Berdiaev 1948, 50) . When Hegelian language was used, moments of rationalization became even more obvious. Here sobornost' could be openly translated as All-Unity (as has been done, for example, by Ivan Il'in) (Christoff 152).
True, already in the Orthodox Church sobornost'
represented an "organic synthesis of multiplicity and unity" (Riasanovsky 1952, 162 (Boobbyer 1995, 146) ."
This purpose could also be attributed to Nishida.
Another point that both have in common is that (Nishida 1927, 6) . Though literally, basho means "place," Nishida's basho is rather a "negative space" in which things do not simply "exist" but in which they are "local", i.e. in which they "are" in a concrete way. This makes of basho an existential place in which the objective world establishes itself.
In his later work, Nishida sees basho also as a "place" of "history forming." The "place"
forms an historical world that is not biological or material, but cultural, and science can only "objectify" this world by discovering intellectual objects, i.e. by reducing the world to noemata.
In basho such an objectivation takes never place because here the world is seen the selfdetermination of a socio-historical world, which always maintains an individual-general aspect. In a way, local culture "transcends itself." This is one of the reasons why this space is cultural or "spiritual." Through the philosophy of basho as a non-objectified space, "spirit" receives The particular worlds that have formed itself on this historical foundation unite so that the whole world represents a worldly world (Nishida 1933-34, 429) ." More interestingly, also intercultural space is here created through "self-negation" (cf.
Maraldo 1995) a problem that will be examined below along the lines of a comparative analysis of Nishida and Frank. Before doing this, however, it will be necessary to reflect these Russian and Japanese ideas against some of the most conventional Western ideas of space and community.
Space and Community
Jean-Luc Nancy has recently reminded us of the most generalized Western consciousness that is "always subject to the nostalgia of an ever more archaic and more lost community, mourning lost familiarity, fraternity and conviviality." 14 Nancy notes that the community, since it is no absolute subject (self, will, spirit), is by its nature not inscribed in any logic of metaphysics.
In spite of this, or indeed because of this, Western philosophy has persistently tried to interpret the community through precisely these metaphysical terms (Nancy, 18) . If this is meant to represent a kind of Western "intellectual framework," the Russian and Japanese notions of community and space as defined by Frank and Nishida definitely represent alternatives. The primordial multi-unity of sobornost' should not be mistaken for a sociological model of interaction (72). 25 Being itself is a concrete totalunity whose essence can be grasped by neither naturalism nor idealism nor positivism (100). In the same way also social being (the 'we') is more than only a subjective synthesis, that is, more transform the other, from the point of view of the 'I', into an object. 26 Nishida writes:
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Even if we adopt an intuitive point of view that will be thought as the unity of subject and object, consciousness will not be detached from the general-conceptual; on the contrary, we attain thus the utmost of the generalconceptual.
[…] If intuition means nothing more than that there is neither subject nor object, it is no more than an object. As soon as one talks about intuition, one has already distinguished the knower and the known and again reunited both (Nishida 1926: 222 There is neither cogito nor knower but only "self- Savitzky also introduced the term mestorazvitie (space-development), a theoretical notion through which socio-historical components or even literature and art can be seen as integral parts of geographical conditions. The individual, not unlike the personality, is supposed to appear as a "geographical individual" (Savitzky 1927, 30, 31) . Interestingly, the notion of mestorazvitie as a "natural milieu" avoids determinism because there is no "predestination" (see Weidlé 1976, 16) . Later, the Eurasianist historian George Vernadsky The German philosophical term Aufgehen is translated as "absorbtion" though it differs from the idea of fusion in that it permits the autonomous existence of the merging elements as individualities. 4 Bulgakov S, pages 74-75, quoted from Christoff, page 173. The Slavophile Konstantin Aksakov held that obshchina is a peasant commune leading to organic mutuality and social self-abnegation. This is naïve and not plausible as holds also Christoff (Christoff 154). Cf. Victor Bychkov 1998: "Sobornost' signifies the essentially extrapersonal (supra-personal) and a-temporal nature of aesthetic consciousness. This is the consciousness of a community (sobor) of people, akin in spirit, who have reached, in the process of communal liturgical life, a spiritual unity with each other and with the higher spiritual levels, ideally with God…" 8 It remains to mention that as a political term, on the other hand, sobornost' became fashionable up to the point that Dostoevsky could confirm that "the idea of socialism has given way to that of sobornost'" (Christoff, 238) . Dostoevsky was disgusted by the French bourgeoisie, which symbolized for him pettiness, false morality, materialism, and selfishness. He contrasts them with sobornost': "The highest use a man can make of his individuality, of the completed development of his I, would be to destroy this I, to return it entirely to all and to each inseparably and supremely. And this is the greatest happiness. In this way the law of I merges with the law of humanity and both are one, and I and all (which appear to be two opposed extremes) are both mutually destroyed, while at the same time they attain the higher goal of their own individual development on this basis" (Notebooks entry 16. April 1864 quoted from Lossky's History of Russian Philosophy, 1951, International University Press, New York). Dostoevsky's statement is realistic: Herzen accepted the Russian peasant community as a model for socialism because he found that, contrary to the Asian (Indian) peasant community, the Russian forms of community were more adaptable for modern needs, being less rigid and less patriarchic (Cf. Schelting, 221): "As an organic unity that functions through mutuality and social self-abnegation, the obshchina is certainly to be regarded as the precursor of sobornost'" (see Christoff, 154) . Herzen even designed a form of "revolutionary Slavophilism" (MacMaster) intended to replace Khomiakov's religiosity with a secular brand of humanism suitable for a rationalist, socialist eighteenth century (cf. MacMaster 181). 9 On mir and mura see Sil R, 2002 Managing "Modernity": Work, Community and Authenticity in Late-Industrializing Japan and Russia (University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor), 129ff and 197ff. Quotation from page 278. 10 Cf. Harootunian H, 2000, 299-300. Representatives of native ethnology are Gondō Seikei, Tachibana Kōsaburō, Inoue Nisshō, and Nakano Seigō.
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Today sobornost' is also identified as a kind of precursor of Bolshevik socialism. The neo-Eurasian Igor Panarin identifies "sobornost' as an aggressive rejection of individual private interests, (…) [which produces] on the whole a lack of initiative, responsibility, independent activity, and high-quality professionalism…" A.S. Panarin, 1992, 61. Panarin's communitarianism, which does not more than idealizing the social whole, does not reflect the sophistication that Frank enclosed to the concept of sobornost'. 12 The kokutai synthesizes Confucian and Shintoist ethical elements and expresses, since late Tokugawa, political contents focusing communitarian issues. Through its partly Shintoist identity, kokutai is tied to the emperor as the patriarch of the national family. Curiously, it was also used in Chinese modernity (as kuo-t'i) by the Hung-hsien reign (See Levenson 1964, 314 . The word kokutai comes originally from China where it had another meaning. 13 Constantinople was the Second Rome. Some 16 th century Russian writers held that "both Romes" had failed the mission of leading Christianity and required that political and religious supremacy should be granted to Moscow. Kant I, 1908 Kritik der Urteilskraft [Critique of Judgment] (Reimer, Berlin), Section 20, 237-38: "Wenn Geschmacksurteile (gleich den Erkenntnisurteilen) ein bestimmtes objektives Prinzip hätten, so würde der, welcher sie nach dem letzteren fällt, auf unbedingte Nothwendigkeit seines Urteils Anspruch machen. Wären sie ohne alles Princip, wie die des bloßen Sinnengeschmacks, so würde man sich gar keine Nothwendigkeit desselben in die Gedanken kommen lassen. Also müssen sie ein subjectives Prinzip haben, welches nur durch gefühl und nicht durch Begriffe, doch aber allgemeingültig bestimme, was gefalle oder mißfalle. Ein solches Princip aber könnte nur als Gemeinsinn angesehen werden, welcher vom gemeinen Verstande, den man bisweilen auch Gemeinsinn (sensus communis) nennt, wesentlich unterschieden ist: indem letzterer nicht nach Gefühl, sondern jederzeit nach Begriffen, wiewohl gemeiniglich nur als nach dunkel vorgestellten Prinzipien, urtheilt." 17 "Also nur unter der Voraussetzung, daß es einen Gemeinsinn gäbe (…) kann das Geschmacksurteil gefällt werden" (157). 18 'Slavophilism' has two meanings, depending on if it is used in Russia or in Slav countries outside Russia. In Slav countries outside Russia, 'Slavophilism' is a generic term for all pro-Slav movements, including Pan-Slavism. In Russia, Slavophilism is restricted to certain thinkers. I will talk here about Slavophilism in the "Russian" way. The main representatives of the Slavophiles are Ivan Kireevsky (1806-1856), Alexei Khomiakov (1804-1860), Ivan Aksakov (1817-1860), Konstantin Aksakov (1817-1860), and Iurii Samarin (1817-1886). The Slavophiles were a group of Russian intellectuals who defined the values of Russian civilization as independent from Western-European culture. Russian Pan-Slavism adopted certain themes of the Russian Slavophiles though it did not consciously overtake Slavophile ideals. Still, Slavophilism can be seen as the precursor of Pan-Slavism, because it is the first movement coming to terms with questions of Slav cultural identity. The problem is rather that the Russian Slavophiles manifested, in general, no solidarity with the Western Slavs (apart from the period of the Crimean War) and developed their themes into a kind of imperial "Pan-Russianism." This is especially true for the period following the war against Turkey (mid 1870s) where ideologies became racist. 19 Also Tönnies felt that "organic reality" couldn't be grasped by rationalism (Walicki 1975) , page 170. 20 Tönnies himself was influenced by conservative German philosophers like Justus Möser and Adam Müller who agitated against French rationalism around 1800 which brings him indeed temporally close to the Slavophiles which shows that the problem of Japan's transformation from a people to a nation reached the Japanese consciousness relatively late (Naoki Sakai even holds that only Maruyama's Studies of Tokugawa Japan brought up this problem). See Epstein K, 1973 , Die Ursprünge des Konservatismus in Deutschland (Ullstein, Berlin). 21 Nishitani K, 1991 Nishida Kitarō (University of California Press, Berkley). It is interesting to note that Nishitani held such a standpoint to be "unthinkable in the West." 22 Karsavin L P, 1922 Vostok: Zapad i russkaja ideja (Ogni, Petrograd) quoted from Mehlich, page 108. 23 See von Schelting A, 221: "The obshchina rested on the principle of obshchinnost (communality)." 24 Frank 1930. I quote from the English translation. The book's section "I and We," part of the book most discussed in the present article, appeared as a separate article entitled "I and We" in the Collection of Essays in Honor of P.B. Struve (Prague) already in 1926. 25 "In other words, the spiritual unity considered here is not the simple, absolute unity of a subject, but precisely a multiunity, a unity that exists and acts only in harmony and unitedness of many individual consciousnesses" (45) . 26 "Another consciousness as a pure object, turns out to be an impossible category for the point of view for which the world breaks down into 'I' and 'non-I,' then how much more impossible or unexplainable must be for this point of view the concept of 'thou,' the concept of the member of living communion who stands opposite me?" (Frank 1987, 49) . "This unity of 'we' is not only a unity that opposes multiplicity and separation, but it is also, primarily, the unity of multiplicity itself, the unity of all that is separate and antagonistic, the unity outside of which no human separation and multiplicity are conceivable" (51) . 27 Frank 1987, 71 "This is the absolutely insuperable limit to all social materialism, to all attempts at a biological or physical interpretation of social life." 
